













　　The aim of this paper is to show the new approach of descriptive research of the adverb of the temporal 
relation, through consideration of sugu(ni) and moosugu  from a viewpoint of co-occur with the grammatical 
element which appears in the semantic class of a sentence. First, it is examined which grammatical element 
that appears in the semantic class (modality of a general situation, an individual situation, and modality of 
judgment, modality of utterance) of a Japanese sentence may co-occur with sugu(ni) and moosugu. As a result, 
in the semantic class of a sentence, it became clear that sugu(ni)  and moosugu showed grammatically different 
behavior.
　　The adverb of the temporal relation has been considered conventionally from the viewpoint of length at 
time. Although it is a mere part of the adverbs of the temporal relation, by adding the consideration from a 
viewpoint of the difference in the grammatical behavior in the semantic class of a sentence, I consider whether 


















A Study of  " sugu(ni) " and "moosugu",































































































































































































































































































すぐ（に） ○ × ○ ○ ○ ○



































































すぐ（に） ○ ○ ○














































情意型 疑問型 要求型 感嘆型
( 動詞述語 ) （名詞述語）
すぐ（に） ○ × ○ ○ ○ ○










すぐ（に） ○ × ○ ○ ○ ○




すぐ（に） ○ ○ ○
もうすぐ ○ ○ ×
演　述　型
情意型 疑問型 要求型 感嘆型
( 動詞述語 ) ( 名詞述語 )
すぐ（に） ○ × ○ ○ ○ ○
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